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Sistem Pembelajaran Pintar (Intelligent Tutoring System-ITS) telah menjadi satu alat bantuan mengajaran yang penting masakini terutamanya dalam persekitaran pembelajaran-kendiri. Dewasa ini banyak ITS telah dibangunkan dengan menggunakan senibina yang hampir sama tetapi mengandungi modul pakar yang berbeza. Kebiasaannya, modul pakar ini dibangunkan didalam setiap pembangunan ITS walaupun dengan menggunakan maklumat atau pengetahuan yang sama. Didalam usaha untuk mengurangkan kos pembangunan, kemungkinan untuk pengetahuan atau maklumat dipakai semula dengan membangunkan perisian yang membenarkan pengguna membina modul pakar dan guna kembali bila diperlukan telah dikaji. Dua topik dari bidang sains yang berbeza, iaitu fizik dan kimia telah dipilih untuk dimodelkan untuk menguji keberkesanan prototaip perisian yang dibangunkan untuk membangunkan modul pakar. Pengetahuan yang dimodelkan dihasilkan dalam bentuk teks untuk menerangkan bentuk grafik; menerangkan domain subjek yang dibangunkan.
Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) has become an important teaching aid especially in self-learning environment. Many ITS that have been built have similar architecture but contain different expert module. Traditionally, the expert module was constructed in every ITS development even through the knowledge representation is reusable. In order to reduce the reconstruction cost, we study the possibility of making the knowledge representation reusable by building software that allows the compromise of the expert knowledge to be created and reused. Qualitative Process Technique has been used as the knowledge representation for modeling different subject domains. Two different science subjects; chemistry and physics have been chosen as models to test the effectiveness using a prototype that will be developed in this study to generate an expert module. The knowledge which is modeled is shown using a narrative text that explains the graphical representation of the subject domain.
Chapter One

Introduction

1.1 Background and Rationale

The effective use of computer technologies has become a long-standing issue in the field of education technology. Various researches have been done in this area to improve and enhance the teaching and learning methods. These include the advancement of teaching tools for delivery; presentations using multimedia effects, collaborative learning using Computer Support Cooperative Work (CSCW), automated assessment tools from optical character recognition (OCR) to automated essay grading tools [11]. Courseware is most commonly used in improving delivery method and it offers high interactivity between the learner and the system in making learning an exciting experience.

However, interactivity in many conventional courseware is limited by intelligence response to the idiosyncratic learning of a student. A mere plain response such as “/” (tick) to indicate correctness and “X” (cross) for false answer with animated sound does not deliver the truest need in the pedagogical theory. Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) is an area of artificial intelligence in education that attempts to address issues of interactivity in a
more intellectual way than the plain graphical and animated sounds. Researchers in ITS have focused on different components of ITS such as the student module, expert module, pedagogical module, communication module and explanation module.

ITS can be considered as more advanced compared to conventional Computer-Aided Learning (CAL) and Computer-Based Learning (CBL) technology in terms of knowledge and reasoning capabilities. ITS emphasizes on a learner’s specific objectives, needs and preferences based on his or her capability. The symbiotic relationship between pedagogical module and expert module has made the interaction between ITS and the student resembles a real human tutor.

Building expert modules has led to different approaches and methodologies as it depends very much on the types of knowledge to be delivered, the problems that it addresses, the pedagogical theory it adopts and its representation styles. Nevertheless, we still believe that all of the differences can be synchronized into a strand of commonness of ITS features. The common features can be generalized and transformed into components of reusability such that any expert module developers can reduce significant amount of effort through utilizing the pre-existing bits. This will subsequently reduce the cost and programming effort, which are becoming the main concern in the theory of reusability of software engineering.

The weakness with current ITS is that the tool is not reusable at all. That means, a developer always builds one ITS for just only one subject. Even though the developer had spent a lot of time and money in developing an ITS, they need to repeat the similar process for different subject and different ITS.
Therefore, this study focuses on how to make ITS reusable. Several earlier studies regarding on how we can produce an ITS for different domain were explored. The main aim of this study is to develop a reusable tool for developing an expert module as one component in ITS. This tool will help experts in producing learning material more effectively.

The focus of this study however, is to make activities for building expert module as a routine task that is independent of any domain. An analogy to this concept is the PowerPoint, where many authors can produce different types of presentations for different purposes by using several available templates and backgrounds. Differences in choices and options are built as pre-existing functions, which can be tapped easily into the existing templates. In similar fashion, an expert module builder does not need to meddle with programming source code in encoding knowledge of different domains.

Besides that, the knowledge is amendable without the need to recompile the source code of the program. In order for this to happen, the technique of reusability is necessary. For this study, we have chosen template-based as the ideal technique to be applied into building expert module. The following subsections, describe the motivation, objectives, scopes and rhetorical structure of this study.
1.2 Motivation for the Study

Developing ITS is not a simple process as the structure depends on the experts of the domain, the pedagogical theory being used and programming styles which differ from domain to domain. It is reported that in order to produce an hour of ITS instruction for a single domain knowledge they need to spend hundred hours of development [5]. For this reason, it is proposed that the concept of reusability is adopted to make the building of ITS more effective and economical.

In order to reduce the time and cost in developing ITS, reusability concept can be used to support different domain knowledge. Consequently, the ITS is developed as component based so that it can be used again in different domains. This study aims to explore the opportunity of developing a tool for producing expert module in several domains.

1.3 Statement of the Problem

Since knowledge representation has becoming a big issue in developing ITS, many researchers have tried new approaches in modeling knowledge. The problem arises when researchers need to represent the knowledge in an effective way. In the conventional way of developing ITS, the domain expert will import his knowledge to the programmer in which the programmer will then write the program to present the expert’s knowledge in the expert module.
This approach takes a lot of time and is not very effective because the information that needs to be delivered to students might be missing or misinterpreted by the programmer. Beside that, the cost for the ITS development is high because each domain need a separate ITS. This dissertation attempts to develop an expert module tool that can be used to develop ITS for different subject using Qualitative Process Techniques (QPT) as the common knowledge representation.

1.4 Objectives of the Study

The objective of the study is to develop an expert module with the following criteria:

1. Using new approach to build an expert module using QPT approach to represent the knowledge.

2. Using reusability concept in constructing expert module integrated with QPT so that, this module could be reused for other subjects.

3. Represent knowledge in graphical form and generate its relevant meaning in narrative text.
1.5 **Research Questions**

Specifically, the study aims to ensure the following research question: Can the tool that generates an expert module with the following criteria be developed for different subjects?

1. Capable to present knowledge using QPT approach
2. Apply reusability concept in constructing tool and generate expert module
3. Capable to present knowledge in graphical form and generate the relevant meaning using narrative text according to the graphical form.

In order to develop this reusable tool; two research questions are addressed in this study. Firstly, how can we generalize the expert module so that its modeling is amenable to different domain application. Secondly, how qualitative process theory can be extended to capture different types of knowledge.

1.6 **Scope of the Study**

For the purpose of this study, a prototype was developed and tested to be used to produce physics and chemistry expert modules for secondary school syllabus in Malaysia educational system. For this purpose, only a few topics from both subjects were chosen as a samples. An expert module was developed instead of the complete ITS. The expert module was built using QPT; as knowledge representation for this case study.
1.7 Contribution of the Study

The contributions of this study are:

1. Introducing the alternative way on representing knowledge for building an expert module as a component for an ITS by using QPT approach.

2. Compromising reusable concept in developing tools for generating expert module, thus, the expert module for several domains of knowledge can be generated from one software tool.

1.8 Structure of the Study

This study explores the questions and concepts behind the idea to build a reusable expert module using QPT technique. The report is organized into five chapters briefly discussed below.

Chapter one discusses the background of the problem, the objective and the scope of the study. Chapter two concentrates on the review of literature on Intelligent Tutoring System, knowledge representation and reusability topic. This chapter discusses the concept, architecture and basic components to develop ITS; the concept, taxonomy and reusability components generating or developing of expert module, and lastly the types of knowledge, knowledge representation and the use of QPT in knowledge representation.
The architecture of prototype will be discussed in chapter three with an emphasis on how knowledge can be generated in narrative text from the relationships and the objects that are defined by the expert. Chapter four discusses the findings of the study. Lastly chapter five presents the conclusion of the study and some suggestions for future work in this area of research.
Chapter Two

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

Intelligent Tutoring System has become an important teaching aid in the new era. In order to develop the ITS, experts from several fields are needed to ensure the quality of ITS developed. An expert module is the most important component compared to other components such as student module and tutoring module.

This chapter will review the related topics and researches that have been done before. The discussion will start with brief explanation about ITS before proceeding to the reusable concept and the knowledge representation. This chapter will give the basic idea and explanation on the proposed ideas that have been discussed in the chapter before.
2.2 Overview of Intelligent Tutoring System

Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) emerges with the inspiration to substitute a human tutor with computer. IEEE has defined ITS as a learning technology system that dynamically adapts learning content to a learner's specific objectives, needs, and preferences by using its expertise in instructional methods and the subject to be taught [7]. That means, ITS is designed to reproduce key features of a human teacher’s behavior. Usually, an ITS possesses knowledge about the domain, tutoring strategies and methods, and also is able to model the state of a student’s knowledge.

ITS allows the emulation of the teacher in a sense that an ITS knows what to teach (domain content), how to teach it (instructional strategies), and learns certain relevant teaching information about the student being taught. This requires the representation of a domain expert’s knowledge (called expert module), an instructor’s knowledge (called the instructional module), and the particulars of the student being taught (called student module) [6]. ITS acts as the student’s private tutor, while the trainer or teacher is free to focus on more complex and individualized student needs.

The subsequent subsections will describe the architecture of the ITS while addressing issues in general context.
2.2.1 An Architecture of ITS

There is a widespread agreement within the ITS community that an ITS consists of four standard modules, as depicted in figure 2.1 [3,10].

![Standard ITS Architecture](image)

*Figure 2.1: Standard ITS Architecture*

The expert module contains the domain knowledge. Expert module is also known as the knowledge base. Basically, an expert module must contain the knowledge to be delivered to the learner [5]. The tutor module identifies the deficiencies of knowledge existed in the student and selects the appropriate instructional strategies in order to present that knowledge [3]. The student module generates the framework for identifying the student’s misconceptions and sub optimal performance [6]. The student module is at the
heart of an ITS in that it is the component which enable individualized decision making [12]. Meanwhile, the expert interface is responsible for the communication with the learner.

Based on this standard of architecture, researchers have proposed their own additional module or component such as pedagogical module, communication module and human teacher module to make ITS more reliable, effective and expert friendly[5,9,16]. But in this report, only the expert module will be discussed later as the purpose of the study to build a reusable expert module.

2.2.2 Expert Module in ITS

An expert module contains the knowledge to be taught to the learner. It not only contains the knowledge but also skills of an expert [5]. The main function of this module is to represent knowledge possessed by an expert. Besides that, the expert module detects those concepts and contents that are not known or not used properly, making the necessary changes to the instructional plans.

Stankov defines the characteristics of ITS knowledge which is contained in an expert module as follow: (i) domain knowledge containing objects, relations among them, explanations, examples and exercises, (ii) teacher or expert’s knowledge as a strategy for the process of learning and teaching and (iii) students’ knowledge as a model which is dynamically generated as a result of overlying in with teachers’ knowledge [13].
Although the majority of ITS packages represent knowledge in their expert module by using production rules, semantic networks have had a great impact on domain knowledge representation from the early days of ITS development already. For example, classic ITS systems such as SCHOLAR and WHY use semantic networks for representing geography knowledge, rainfall and evaporation knowledge respectively [3,4]. Meanwhile, the expert module for GUIDON is represented in three tiers, which are: (i) rules, lists, and tables, (ii) supporting information and (iii) meta level abstraction. [24]

Meanwhile Stankov has used semantic network with a frame to represent the knowledge in Tex-Sys’s expert module. The basic components of Tex-Sys (Tutor Expert System) semantic network are nodes and links. Nodes are used for presenting the subject of the knowledge, while links showing relations between pairs of objects. Beside nodes and links, the system supports properties and frames (attributes and respective values), along with the property that it inherits [13].

Currently, recent researchers in this area have come up with different approaches for representing knowledge in the expert module. Dicheva suggests presenting the knowledge in expert module in two forms when she develops ITS called ITELS for terminology learning, which are implicit and explicit knowledge [17]. Dicheva tried to incorporate these two forms of knowledge by using semantic knowledge as well. Thus, in addition to the linguistic knowledge, his expert model is extended to incorporate semantic knowledge and the corresponding inference engine.

An expert module becomes an important component in the ITS shell. A knowledge domain that is to be represented through tutor or tutoring module will be obtained from this
module. Several researches are ongoing in finding ways to represent knowledge for effective use for ITS developers. Qualitative reasoning is a technique to model dynamic system [20]. It is more robust in terms of expressiveness and flexibility compare to conventional rule-based system. Qualitative Process Theory is one of qualitative reasoning techniques that could be adopted in developing expert module.

Usually, ITS is developed only for one domain of knowledge. For example, SCHOLAR is developed for geography knowledge, ITELS for linguistic and FLUTE for teaching formal language [21]. Thus, the production of ITS is not easy, much of the efforts, time and money are needed to spend before producing one ITS for only one domain knowledge.

Thus this study stands to prove that the reusable expert module can be developed by using QPT approach in this work. In the following chapter, we will discuss the reusable concept in developing expert module which is capable to generate different domain knowledge.

2.3 Reusability in Software Engineering

Several attempts have been made by researchers to overcome this crisis. One of the most promising proposals suggests the concept of reusability to defeat this crisis [32]. Reusability means the ability of code to be reused, in whole or in part, in new applications. Regardless of what is or when it is reused, the aim of reusing is supposed to increase the productivity, quality and reduce cost [32,33,34].
Reuse can be incorporated into the system development process by incorporating a specific reuse activity as in figure 2.2 [27]:

![Diagram of Reuse in a Standard Development Process]

Figure 2.2: Reuse In a Standard Development Processes

Reuse in a standard development begins by designing system architecture of the application. In the next level, a designer will complete the high-level of design and specifications for each component. All of these components will be used in the next level to find an appropriate component to reuse it. Then, in the last stage, the designer will incorporate this component in the development to perform one new software or application.

On the other hand, when the development involves reusable component, the system requirements are modified according to the availability of the reusable component [27]. The design stage should also be based on the existing component. Then, there may be requirements to compromise in order to make this component integrated with the reusable component. The design may be less efficient than the special-purpose design.

### 2.3.1 Taxonomy of Reusability

Today, concepts in reuse technology have moved beyond the notions of reusability of components in libraries towards collections of more flexible design artifacts [31].
Before, researchers and software developer tried to adopt a reuse concept only in a library or code or algorithms of programming but today developers try to reuse beyond the library or algorithms, into components and applications themselves to solve different problems.

Diaz proposed a way to classify the high level taxonomy of software reusability based on conceptually independent facets and list the major factors needed to define any reuse activity [30]. The taxonomy is represented in a tuple scheme and is used as a structured vocabulary to describe a reuse task or program. Below, table 2.1 shows the taxonomy of software reuse as proposed by Diaz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>By Substance</th>
<th>By Scope</th>
<th>By Mode</th>
<th>By Technique</th>
<th>By Intention</th>
<th>By Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideas, concept</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>Planned, Systematic</td>
<td>Compositional</td>
<td>As-is, Black box</td>
<td>Source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifacts, Components</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>Ad-Hoc, Opportunistic</td>
<td>Generative</td>
<td>With-modification, White box</td>
<td>Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Architecture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Faceted Taxonomy of Software Reusability By Diaz [30]

The by-substance facet defines the essence of the items that are reused. Ideas and concepts include formal models such as the algorithms or mathematical formulas that are used to solve engineering problems. Artifacts and components refer to the source code components including subroutines, functions, and objects. Procedures and skills include processes that are used for developing software such as guidelines and methods and expert knowledge in the form of experience, observations, and recommendations.
The **by-scope** facet defines the form and extent of the reuse activity. Vertical reuse is the reuse of software within the same domain or application area. The goal of vertical reuse is to derive generic models for families of systems that can be used as standard templates for assembling new systems. Horizontal reuse is the development of generic parts that can be used in different applications such as scientific subroutine libraries and the UNIX tools.

The **by-mode** facet defines how the reuse activity is conducted. Planned reuse is the systematic and formal practice of reuse. It implies that guidelines and procedures for reuse have been defined, and that metrics are collected to assess and measure reuse performance. Ad-hoc is usually referred to as opportunistic reuse because components are sought from general reuse libraries in an effort to match them to a set of given requirements. Ad-hoc reuse has been very much the state of the practice in the industry.

The **by-technique** facet defines what approach is used to implement reuse. Compositional reuse is the use of existing software components as a building block for developing new software systems. Generative reuse is the reuse at the specifications level by means of applications level or code generators. It offers the highest pay-off potential, but at the same time it is a difficult technology to scale up to industrial productions.

The **by-intention** facet defines how reusable elements will be reused. Reuse components can be used as they are or with some modifications. These approaches are called black box and white-box reuse respectively.
The by-product facet defines what is the software work product that is reused in developing new software systems. The most common one include source code, designs, specifications, objects, text and architectures.

In this study, the reusability by-technique is composed of composition and generative we are trying to adopt. In the next section, a brief explanation about reuse by composition will be given.

2.3.2 Reuse By Composition

Reuse by composition means the developer selects components, and uses the selected components to build or compose a new application [32]. In general, a reusable component can be defined as a unit of design (at any level), for which a structure is defined, a name identifying the component is associated, and for which design guidelines, in the form of design documentation, are provided in order to support the reuse of the component and to illustrate the context where it can be reused [35].

From this general definition, reuse by component or composition can be defined from two different point of views [35]:

i. Design for reuse : approaches in which components are developed in such a way that they can be reused in different contexts

ii. Design by reuse : approaches in which software is designed, assembled and personalized.
The reuse by composition model provides more general and less domain specific sort of reuse [32]. This model sets no limitations to what should be reused or in what phase reuse should be practiced. In this way, the developer carries out the task of selecting components and makes them work together. Since in this model, the developer must have direct access to the reusable components, there are the criteria that the components can fulfill. Each component must:

i. Be well defined, perform a certain independent task

ii. Have clear and simple interface to the environment

iii. Be well documented

These requirements are important in order for the developer to understand, evaluate and incorporate the component into the new product and at the same time reduce the development cost.

2.3.3 Applying Reusability in Developing ITS

Since early 90’s, ITS community realizes the importance to make ITS usable again and again. The main reason why we need to adopt reusability when developing ITS is because ITS software development is rather large as it requires huge computing resources, expert manpower and time for developing it [24].

El-Sheikh and Sticklen state the serious problems exist in the current technology in developing ITS in each application is that, it is developed independently and the tutoring expertise is hard coded into individual application [3]. There are a little reuse of tutoring
component either student model or expert model or tutoring model or interface model between existing application due to lack of standard language for building each component [3].

In order to overcome this problem, researcher have tried to adopt reusability concept in developing ITS and evaluate the effectiveness of this new approach. They agreed by adopting reusability elements, time and cost for development can be largely reduced if existing knowledge can be reused to make another set of ITS.

Arruarte proposes three different ways of considering the reusability in developing, ITS which are; (i) direct reusability of knowledge means systems that use knowledge already existed; (ii) tools for promoting reusability means tools that provide facilities in order to reuse knowledge and (iii) tools for developing and generating application code [24].

By using these different ways to promote reusability elements in development, they have investigated two levels of reusability. Firstly, a case based instruction planner as a reusable component that can be integrated into several different ITS and secondly, case based instructional planner construct plans by using lesson plans previously applied in other learning sessions.

Some other researchers proposes a new framework or architecture to develop ITS to be reusable. For example, Tam proposes a reusable architecture named Welding Intelligent Training System (WITS) for developing VR based ITS that provides hands-on experience
in appropriate virtual selling step by step, interactive training of personnel in alumino-
thermal welding [53].

WITS-KBES is designed with the capability to reuse the existing knowledge that is
stored by KBES. The knowledge can be modified or updated by a welding expertise or
based on updates of the training session. Truly, WITS offers reusability since the data file
can even be replaced by another training course information that has been formalized along
using the same scheme [53].

El-Sheikh and Sticklen have introduced their architecture capable of generating
intelligent tutoring system for different domains by interfacing with existing generic task-
based expert system and reusing the other tutoring components by using an existing expert
system [54]. The aim of this work is to reuse ITS from the leverage of the generic task
(GT) development methodology. GT is their past work on expert system development
methodology [3].

Their approach leverages the knowledge representation and reasoning capabilities
of GT knowledge-based system, and reuses them into tutoring. The architecture employs a
run able deep model of domain expertise, facilities fine grained student diagnosis that can
offer an easy method for generating ITSs from expert system, and will allow the core ITS
shell components to be reused with different knowledge bases among other features.

The architecture developed focuses on hierarchical classification, a knowledge
representation and inference technique for selecting among a number of hierarchically
organized options. Knowledge is organized in the form of hierarchy of pre-specified
categories. The architecture of this work consists of three main components, which are GT expert system, an extended domain knowledge component and ITS shell. Figure 2.3 shows the architecture for generating ITSs from GT-Based expert system [54].

2.3.4 Building Expert Module as a Reusable Component

Expert module or knowledge module is the heart of ITS component [1]. Expert module embeds sufficient knowledge of a particular domain or topic to provide the ideas of answers to questions and allow the ITS to demonstrate or model a correct way of solving the problem, in fact, capable to generate different answer paths or goal structures.
Ideally, expert module can be derived from a tool that applies reusable approach or technology to generate it in a different domain. That means, we are providing a tool where the expert of domain knowledge can create his or her own expert module in different domain.

Murray believes that by using authoring system in the curriculum sequencing, tutoring strategies, and multiple knowledge type categories, it allows author to present simple facts, relationships and procedures in order to develop his or her knowledge base as a separate component to integrate with another ITS component[56].

El-Sheik and Sticklen in their work, show how to generate a different expert module before integrating it with another component to come out with other tutoring system [54]. They used Task Specific Approach to generate ITS in this work. Figure 2.4 shows the interaction between expert module with ITS and learner independently.

![Figure 2.4: Expert Module in ITS Environment](image)
Many researchers have proposed to make another module called expert system where the expert system stores domain knowledge to generate an expert module. Once the expert module is completely generated, it will be integrated in intelligent tutoring system shell to be used by the learner.

On the other hand, some researchers’ work toward developing a task-specific authoring tools that is capable to be reused, such as IDLE-Tool. IDLE-Tool stands for Investigate and Decide Learning Environment; capable for supporting the design and implementation of educational software for investigation and task decision [70]. Beside IDLE-Tool, researchers have made a study on another task-specific authoring development, TRAINER which is a shell for developing training systems for tasks such as medical diagnosis [70].

Why task-specific authoring? El-Sheikh believes task-specific approach offer considerable flexibility, while maintaining rich semantics to build knowledgeable tutors. Due to these advantages, task-specific approach becomes the best way to develop reusable software as a tool for developing ITS for him.

Experts who used this framework or architecture for developing their ITS will be interacting with the expert system from GT-knowledge based that adds the knowledge before deriving other components in ITS. In this stage, the expert module will be extracting three types of knowledge, which are, firstly, the decision-making knowledge, secondly, knowledge of the elements in the domain database and thirdly, knowledge of the problem solving strategy and the control behavior [3].
For this study, prototype tools that will allow experts to generate their own expert module will be developed. In this study, Qualitative Process Technique has been chosen to represent the knowledge with an assumption that the expert who will use this tool knows how to use QPT in representing the knowledge.

The question now is, why QPT? QPT can be defined as a process of central to human understanding of the physical world all-physical changes are caused by processes [48]. QPT is capable to present and to reason out behaviors of physical system without the kind of precise quantitative information needed by an expert. Qualitative reasoning captures people’s ability to reason out and interact appropriately with commonplace physical situations.

In this study, QPT proposed by Forbus is adopted. Forbus suggests the representing knowledge in QPT should consist of five stages which are; (i) individuals view, (ii) preconditions, (iii) quantity conditions, (iv) relations between individuals and (v) influences that affected individual or the processes [20]. The explanation for each stage will be given in the next chapter.

In order to produce an expert module using expert module tool, an expert should have background knowledge in qualitative process techniques. He or she should have the knowledge and experience in how to break down the knowledge into stages that have to be declared. An expert will impart his knowledge in graphical form, represented by node in the forms of circle and arcs. The node represents the input or outputs in the form of object from the processes meanwhile arcs represent the relationships between objects that give the influence to the process.
From this graphical view, narrative text will be generated to produce a simple note about that processes. This notes will be used as a component in developing ITS and available to be used for different ITS as long as the ITS is in similar subject.

2.4 Overview of Knowledge Engineering

Knowledge representation (KR) is a part of an expert system, which is one of the components in Artificial Intelligent (AI). A knowledge representation is about finding an appropriate and an effective way to present the knowledge to an audience. So, how do we represent knowledge to the people so that they could that it understand is a challenging task but interesting to be explored by researchers.

Howe has defined AI as a part of computer science concerning concepts and methods on two major disciplines, first the symbolic inference by computer and, second symbolic knowledge representation for the use in making inferences [56]. In the same article, Howe defines knowledge as an object, concept and relationships that is assumed or considered to exist in some specific area or domain.

Knowledge represented in an expert system is concerned about with finding ways in which large bodies of useful information can be formally described for the purposes of symbolic computation. Formally described means; rendered in some unambiguous language or notation that has a well-defined syntax governing the form of such expression to a well defined semantic which reveals the meaning of such expressions by virtue of their form [59].
Basically, there are four main sources of knowledge. Firstly, documented sources which is found through books or manuals or etc. Secondly, knowledge retrieved from undocumented sources such as from people’s minds or form machines. Thirdly, knowledge acquisition from database and the last source is knowledge acquisition via an the internet.

This section will review briefly the topic of knowledge representation including types of knowledge, how to map knowledge into QPT and related research on this area.

2.4.1 Type of Knowledge

Knowledge is a collection of facts from some domain or area. Some articles have defined knowledge as collections of specialized facts, procedures and judgment rules [59]. From this definition, knowledge can be concluded as a piece of information for a certain domain that includes facts or procedures or judgment rules. Researchers have divided knowledge into several types or categories based on what the knowledge is about and how deep the knowledge is covered.

The knowledge can be divided into two levels, which are shallow knowledge and deep knowledge [59]. Jackson has defined shallow knowledge as a knowledge, which consists of more ad-hoc linking of stimulus and responses to their environment. Meaning, shallow knowledge is more generalized knowledge consists of more information about broad domains. We can call it as surface knowledge, covers many topics without going into more details of that domain.
Deep knowledge can be defined as a special knowledge representing methods such as semantic networks or frames to allow the implementation of deeper level of reasoning such as abstraction and analogy activities. These activities are considered as important activities in developing expert modules or systems. Sometimes, deep knowledge is known as background knowledge in the expert system literature [60]. Deep knowledge using objects and processes in the domain of expertise in this level shows relationship among objects, which is important to be considered.

From these levels of knowledge, basically knowledge can be divided into three major categories, which are procedural knowledge, declaration knowledge and meta knowledge.

Procedural knowledge consists of the rules and skills use to manipulate and transform declarative knowledge. It includes the rules of mathematical and logical operations; the rules of grammar, inference, and judgment; strategies for forming percepts, encoding and retrieving memories; and motor skills. Procedural knowledge may be represented as productions. Procedural knowledge suitable to represent skill, strategy and process.

Procedural knowledge representations differ from declarative knowledge, which stores knowledge in a more flexible but harder to use format. Knowledge is represented in sequence with a number of steps. One advantage of procedural representation is the possible speed usage in a performance system. Productions are common means of representing procedural knowledge.
Meanwhile, declarative knowledge is in the form of statements about truths whereas there are the know-what rules. Declarative knowledge tells us why things work and the way they do, or that an object or a thing has a particular name or location. It includes information about concepts and elements in a domain and the relationships between them. Declarative knowledge is more flexible than procedural knowledge. It allows us to make predictions about the future and to explain why things happen.

Meta knowledge is knowledge about knowledge. Specifically, it is knowledge about what we know and what we don’t know [69]. This applies to an individual and an organizational level. Menzies give a definition for meta knowledge as referring to knowledge that has been acquired and stored in prior system development activities and that is applied to the current software design project to improve the quality of the end product and to reduce its cost [41].

2.4.2 QPT as a Tool To Present The Knowledge

One of the tools or techniques that can be used for presenting knowledge in developing an expert module or system is a Qualitative Process Technique (QPT). QPT is the process central to human understanding of the physical world. All-physical changes are caused by processes [48]. An example of a process in which QPT are needed in representing knowledge is boiling water, or flow of fluid.
QPT is introduced by Forbus in 1984 based on qualitative reasoning concept [20]. The Qualitative Process Theory defines a simple notion of physical process that appears useful as a language in which to write dynamical theory [20]. Meanwhile, qualitative reasoning focused on guiding the application of numerical techniques by helping with the quantitative model selection or parameter setting [63].

Recently, qualitative reasoning has attracted much interest from the artificial intelligent research community. Qualitative reasoning is aimed at developing representation and reasoning techniques that will enable a program to reason out the behavior of physical systems [66]. As such, qualitative reasoning is becoming one of the important issues to consider as a domain in AI research today to produce better quality expert system.
Basically, there are four basic techniques in the qualitative-reasoning technique [66], they are:

i. Qualitative arithmetic

It is arithmetic of sign or, more generally of interval. In qualitative arithmetic, the variables take the values of positive (+), negative (-), or zero (0). The definition of qualitative arithmetic operators is shown figure 2.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.5:
Definition of Qualitative Arithmetic [66]

ii. Qualitative simulation

Qualitative values give only minimal information about the state of the system being modeled [66]. It is becoming more useful when some of the variables are datives, because their qualitative values indicate whether or not a variable is increasing. Through simulation, values that are indicated could be shown to be more useful and helpful.
iii. Knowledge representation

It allows us to make inferences about the given physical system or situation. Simulation is one of the effective ways to represent knowledge. There are two main concerns that dictate the design of knowledge-representation formalisms in qualitative reasoning:

a. Generality – representation should be general enough to represent a wide variety of physical phenomena, both in different theories about the world.

b. Modularity - representation should be modular. All modules should be small enough and independent enough that they can be reused in different combinations to compose complete models of different physical situations.

iii Model formulation and abstraction

Appropriateness of a model in this case depends on factors such as whether the model includes relevant information or is at the right level of abstraction for answering a given analysis questions. How do we know whether or not a given design will be successful in projecting an image on the screen? To make it successful, the model should include the optical aspect of the device being designed.

So, based on these four basic qualitative reasoning techniques, QPT comes in five stages - individuals, set of precondition, set of quantity conditions, set of relations and set of influences in representing knowledge. Physical process means something that acts through time and change parameters of objects in a situation [20].
Processes of QPT begin by specifying the individuals involved in the process. Each individual could be an object. The object will be defined as individuals similar to variables in a programming language where we assign one variable as an alibi or representing another object. For example, we could define individuals as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individuals:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>src an object, has quantity(src, heat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w a contained-liquid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2.6](University of Malaya)

Declaration for Individual Stage

The next process is defining a set of preconditions for each individual. Preconditions explain what the prerequisite conditions must have at the individual level for the declared object to make sure the next process could be done successfully. Preconditions will also define the relationship between one individual to another individual.

The next QPT process involves defining a set of quantity conditions. Quantity conditions explain either statements of inequalities between quantities belonging to the individuals (including domain-dependent constants and functions of them) or statement about the status of processes and individual views.

The next process which follows is the quantity conditions, which is a process for defining a set of relations where this process imposes on the parameters of the individuals along with any new entities that are created. Relations will define attributes and the type of relation between objects. In this process, each object will declare its relations and how it relates to another object.
The last process will be a process to identify the influences of each object. There are two main influences, which are direct influence, and indirect influence. A set of influences imposes the process on the parameters of the individuals. Influences specify what can cause a quantity to change. The influences component of a process specifies the direct influences imposed by the process. Below is an example on how heat flow process can be presented using QPT adopted from Forbus’ paper that discusses qualitative process [20].
**Process heat-flow**

**Individuals:**
- src an object, Has-Quantity(src, heat)
- dst an object, Has-Quantity(dst, heat)
- path a Heat-Path, Heat-Connection(path, src, dst)

**Preconditions:**
- Heat-Aligned(path)

**Quantity Condition:**
- $A[\text{temperature(src)}] > A[\text{temperature(dst)}]$ 

**Relations:**
- Let flow-rate be a quantity
- $A[\text{flow-rate}] > \text{ZERO}$
- Flow-rate $\propto Q+$ (temperature (src)-temperature (dst))

**Influences:**
- I-(heat(src), A[flow-rate])
- I + (heat(dst), A[flow-rate])

---

**Figure 2.7:** Example of Presenting Process Using QPT

In this work, QPT approach is used in presenting knowledge about the process. An experts will declare his object, by constructing a circle at graphical view. After that, he will complete the information about each object such as their preconditions, quantity condition before establishing relationship between one object to another object. When establishing the relationship, he needs to identify either the relationship will affect other object directly or indirectly.
2.4.3 QPT Modeling in Education

Education is an activity of educating or instructing or teaching that will impart knowledge or skills to individual. In order to ensure the delivery of knowledge, many methods or styles of delivers are explored by educator or instructor in manual form. In computerize form; numerous approaches have been explored to develop effective education tool or software. Many researchers either from education field or computer field have studied a lot of method in modeling knowledge before it is delivered to the students.

Nowadays, QPT has become one of the modeling techniques in order to deliver knowledge. Forbus and Bredeweg agree that qualitative technology is valuable for education because two main reasons; firstly they agree that much of education is concerned with conceptual knowledge. Secondly, the qualitative technology can provide the necessary ground and framework for quantitative and traditional mathematical models [72].

Many of researchers have studied how to model the knowledge in QPT and translate it into computerize form, mainly in software or tool of application. From here, students will be able to learn by themselves with the guidance of application to explore the knowledge. For example, Salles et.all has discovered how to model Portuguese language as a second language for deaf student using qualitative reasoning [73]. In this study they have used three models in order to present the diagrams of knowledge. The models used are; the Growing Three model, the Drying Shirt and Cataguazes model [73].
Syed, Phang and Sharifuddin have introduced the application of qualitative process theory in chemistry topic [71]. They have developed the software that is capable to do the simulation of chemistry reaction. With this application, students can use a qualitative model alongside their classroom experiment to determine optimal mixture of substance. The qualitative model of this application will show the end result using color coding and explain why the result is obtained.

Salles et. all have extended the previous researchers work, which is to model the Daniell cell for chemical education using qualitative model [74]. Through this work, they had chosen the process centered approach because it allows for the explicit representation of objects, quantities, possible value, processes and quality. The models were implemented in GARP for presenting the selected knowledge.

Currently, there are many researches going on to explore and enhance the capability of qualitative technology for education purpose. Through qualitative reasoning research, researchers have developed theories, representations and reasoning techniques that enable user to address the issues. Gradually, they were achieved successful result in their researches to address QPT as one of the educational methodologies.

2.4.4 Develop Expert Module Using QPT

Several researches have been done by researchers in order to adopt QPT technique to develop expert module for ITS. For example, Bredeweg developed Visi-Garp, which is a tool capable to support investigation of the simulation model and results [25,67].
developing Visi-Garp, Bredeweg had used qualitative simulation based on qualitative reasoning theory and technique. Basically, by using this approach, Bredeweg had represented the content for simulation by encoding the study explicitly in term of structure, parameters and causal [67].

In order to visualize and present content as above, Bredeweg had used several symbols such as circular, rectangular and oval to represent the entities. Meanwhile, lines, arrows inclusion, ordering and indentation represent the relationships between entities [67]. How did Bredeweg build the model using QPT by using GARP? Actually, Bredeweg had used MOBUM, a separate tool in order to develop or design the knowledge into QPT form [29].

MOBUM is a domain independent model-building environment aimed at supporting learners in building qualitative simulation. MOBUM has four builders in order to allow the learner or expert to generate their own simulation. Experts firstly need to draw a physical model of knowledge at a workspace using objects and arcs. At the same time, the hierarchy of relationship between these objects will be determined as well. From the physical model, experts will create an ordered set of quantities values that may be presented as well as the specific features and instances. Then, the content that need by expert will be representing using graphical view at the workspace.

After finished creating the view by declaring objects and establishing arcs between objects, this work, MOBUM will be saved before integrating it with GARP to become a complete ITS. The weakness of this final output is there is no explanation about the
graphic that has been drawn. This situation is difficult for any users that might use GARP especially those who are not familiar with QPT symbols and techniques.

Hence, in this study a prototype tool to generate graphical view as well as MOBUM will be developed and tried by using narrative text that will explain what is represented in graphical view.

2.5 Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter formally has discussed about three main ideas in this work that are Intelligent Tutoring System, reusability concept and knowledge representation in developing a reusable expert module as a component in ITS. Developing ITS recently comes with two major problems which are very costly and time-consuming for developing and it also involving too many experts in order to build just one ITS for one subject.

On the other hand, miscommunication between the developers, who is responsible to develop this expert module and the expert; who provides the content of the module has always become a major problem in the development phases. One of the solutions for this problem is to develop the tool that allows the expert himself to produce his own expert module.

In order to overcome these problems, El-Sheikh introduced task specific authoring as a general guideline to develop expert module for different domain [54]. Meanwhile Tam had introduced framework concept to generate different expert domain named Welding
Intelligent Training System (WITS) to developed VR based ITS [53]. From these two different studies, researchers tried to develop a generic framework, which enable experts to build their own expert module by providing related information.

By using QPT as a tool to present content by an expert, Bredeweg and Vania [29] had developed MOBUM to visualize content into qualitative simulation. The final result from this work is graphical views consist of arc, circle and text presenting the knowledge that have been coded by the expert.

As a derivation from this idea, this study intent to develop the tool prototype that is capable of generating different expert module for different subject using QPT approach by the expert himself. This prototype tool will try to adopt reusable concept in order to allow generating different expert module for different subject. The difference between this tool with MOBUM is that, this prototype tool will generate the narrative text to give a simple explanation about the graphical view that is available at workspace.

Perhaps this idea can give an alternative solution in order to avoid expensive cost and save time as well as miscommunication between a developer and an expert to develop an expert module for ITS. The next chapter will discuss on how the prototype tool is developed and how the QPT framework is mapped for different subject as well as the results from this work.
Chapter Three

An Architecture of Prototype

3.1 Introduction

In this study, a prototype tool, which allows users to build an expert module component that will integrate with other components to produce a complete ITS is developed. The prototype tool is reusable in the sense that it can be used to produce several different expert modules for different ITSs. Qualitative Process Theory was used as a general template to present knowledge in the development of the expert module.

Qualitative Process Theory was used as a general template for knowledge representation for the expert module as it has proven its ability to model several types of domain application event to simulate virtual reality using 3D approach [62,67].

Can a tool to generate an expert module with the following criteria be developed for different subjects? In must : (i)Capable to present knowledge using QPT approach ; (ii)apply the reusability concept in constructing tool and generate expert module; (iii)be
able to present knowledge in graphical form and generate the relevant meaning according to the graphical form developed.

In the context of this study, reusability refers to the tool’s capability to produce different expert module rather than reusability of knowledge content. The difference between this tool and the conventional tools is that the former produces different types of expert modules and content knowledge for different domain using the same tool, while the latter requires a different tool for each particular expert module.

Knowledge experts in a particular domain are required to have an understanding of QPT in term of its symbols, concept, and relationships between symbols and how they work. Knowledge representation is basic and primitive to allow versatility in presenting wider range of domain application. However, a more user friendly function that allows natural language expressing an expert knowledge could possibly be developed in the future.

3.2 Overview of the Prototype

This section will give a general idea or an overview on how the prototype is working. Basically, the main concern in developing expert module using this prototype is the way we convert information from raw knowledge into QPT syntax. But, as we mentioned before, we are not discussing on how we are going to convert this raw
knowledge into QPT syntax because our intention is to build an expert module using this approach. So, we assume that experts know how to convert it into QPT syntax.

The main input to generate this expert module is QPT syntax that consists of object name, pre-condition, quantity condition, attributes and relationship between objects. Figure 3.1 illustrates the process on how the expert module could be developed by expert using this prototype.

In the stage, an expert needs to define all the objects that are available at individual stage in QPT syntax. Each object will be represented by one circle which is labeled. Then, he or she needs to define, for each object, the pre-condition, the quantity condition and the defining attributes.

Before he or she completes generating a graphical view, he or she needs to establish the relationship between objects. When all the objects have their own relationships with another object, he or she will generate the narrative text that is able to be saved and used as an expert module in ITS.
Figure 3.1:
Overview of Prototype
3.3 The General Architecture of Prototype

In this section, we discuss the architecture of the tool prototype and how to map or represent the knowledge using the QPT approach. This can be achieved through graphical manipulation using arcs and nodes to represent symbolical meaning. The graphical representation is the process to generate a narrative text about the knowledge being modeled.

Generally, a prototype tool can be used to produce an expert module. This prototype contains two basic features, namely the graphical view on how the knowledge is to be presented and a narrative text that translates the graphical view into a language form.

![Figure 3.2: General Architecture on Developing Expert Module](image_url)
Mainly, a builder for generating from user input to narrative text is the main part of this prototype. The engine that we develop to translate the knowledge from graphical view to narrative text will read input that is defined by experts and arrange into a format that can be read or understood by the common user rather than graphical view itself. Figure 3.2 presents the general architecture of this tool prototype which comprises namely component graphical view, expert module compiler and text view in narrative text format.

Why do we need to translate graphical view into narrative text? Basically end users have difficulties in understanding knowledge that is represented by graphical view. In graphical view, nodes represent objects and arcs represent the relationship of one object with another object. Arcs and nodes are the simplest symbols to represent and express the concept of QPT rather than using other symbols [67].

A graphical view that represents certain knowledge domain will be converted into narrative text. Narrative text form will help end users to understand better the narrative knowledge that is presented. Thus, the final output of the tool prototype is the graphical view that includes arcs and nodes in the form of graph and narrative text that describes the graph.
3.3.1 Steps in Generating Expert Module

In order to build this expert module by using QPT approach in terms of our definition, experts needs to go through several steps. Starting with declaring object, precondition, quantity condition, attributes and finally by establishing relationship between two declared objects. Figure 3.3 shows a flow of generating view from plain knowledge to a narrative text. Each of these steps will be elaborated in more detail in the next chapter.
Figure 3.3:
Flow of Producing An Expert Module
The process of building an expert module begins when experts formalize or model the knowledge into QPT syntax in the text based. After that, experts will translate this syntax into a graphical form using arcs and nodes in the form of a graph that will be converted into the narrative text and will be saved in the text format.

The expert will declare or create his objects in graphical view and will represent it in a circle form. From this object, the expert will declare or assign attributes, pre-conditions and quantity conditions that must be fulfilled for each object as a requirement to make sure that the knowledge is fully transferred into a graphical form.

After declaring this entire requirement for each object, the expert needs to establish a relationship between objects. Each object that has been declared should have at least one relationship with another object. If not, this object will not be detected in the narrative text form. So, basically the narrative text will only be generated when there are relationships between objects and their conditions.

The expert will then arrange the declared objects on a workspace. In this workspace, the expert will group the objects according to their levels. For example, if an object is declared in the individual view, this object should appear at the bottom of the workspace. How each object is categorized into the three groups will be discussed in the next subtopic.
Information about each object and its relationships with other objects will be stored in files according to the types of information. The expert module compiler or builder will read all the information and organize it before translating into narrative text form. This form will be saved in another file, which will become a component that can be integrated with other components to develop a complete ITS system. For this study, the expert system is built in narrative text form only. However, for future research, generation of this knowledge in other forms such as images or simulations should also be considered.

Eventually, the expert module which is produced can become one of the components that can integrate with other components in developing ITS. For example, if we are developing an equilibrium expert module, this module might be used again and again as a component in developing chemical Intelligent Tutoring System for different topics.

3.4 Representing Knowledge in QPT Approach For Generating Text

In QPT, knowledge is represented in a basic form called individual process; It is comprises five parts that are the individuals or objects, a set of pre-conditions, a set of quantity conditions, a set of relations and a set of influences, which are divided into three categories of views; individual view (IV), view instance (VI) and process view (PI).
An object is an instance that can be created and destroyed, and its properties can change dramatically. Pre-condition will define the situation or state that must be true for the objects. The state or condition about the object itself is dynamic and can change according to the environment. This change occurs in the quantity condition phases. Thus quantity condition is a statement about inequalities between quantities of the individual and statement about whether or not certain other individual views hold. Relations will represent the physical relation between two objects to indicate the statement should be true whenever the view is true.

Individual view (IV) will illustrate the changing states of the object. Properties of the objects can be viewed in individual view. How does this work? To understand it, let’s consider the water and a cup. We can pour the water into the cup and then heat it. Some of the water will evaporate and become a steam or gas, and the quantity of fluid water will be reduced. Then if we put something that has a low temperature at top of the cup, the steam will be converted back into fluid and the quantity of the fluid will be increased again. To model these kinds of changes we use individual view.

Every collection of objects that is been defined called view instance (VI). In VI, the status of precondition and quantity condition will be set as active, or inactive. Active status indicates a condition whereby the relation between individuals is specified.

On the other hand, process instance (PI) will represent objects that satisfy the individuals’ specifications for a particular type of process. When PI is active, it
represents the process acting between individuals’ views (VI) whenever both the preconditions and the quantity conditions are true.

Let’s consider boiling water again as an example to get better understanding of these concepts. Water, in the form of a liquid is a combination of two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen. In QPT approach, the water to be formed as a liquid is declared when the two objects, the hydrogen and oxygen exist in the individual view. For each object that has been declared, the pre-condition and quantity condition must also be declared to identify his or her attributes. In this case, pre-condition for boiling water process could be the object in a fluid form, and the temperature of the heat should be higher than the temperature of fluid. All of these processes will occur at individual view.

View Instant (VI) will define relationship between these fluids with other object such as the heat and will also differentiate the quantity conditions between substances. Heat flow happens between two objects that have heat and are connected via some paths through which heat can flow. When the water is heated, the liquid will subsequently boil, and steam or gas will be produced. This gas is made of the same stuff as the liquid but in a different form. This process will happen at instance level. Figure 3.4 shows how the process of boiling water can be represented using QPT approach.
Process Boiling Water

Individuals:
- w a contained - liquid
- hf a process-instance, process(hf) = heat-flow
  \[ \land \text{dst (hf) = w} \]

Quantity Conditions:

- Status (hf, Active)
  \[ \neg A \, [\text{temperature (w)}] < A \, [t\text{-boil (w)}] \]

Relations:

- There is g \in \text{piece-of-stuff}
gas (g)
substance (g) = substance (w)
temperature (w) = temperature (g)

- Let generation-rate be a quantity
  A [generation-rate] > ZERO

Generation-rate \propto Q^+ \text{ flow-rate (hf)}

Influence:

- I\{heat (w), A [flow-rate(hf)]\}
  ; The above counteracts the heat flow’s influence
- I - (amount-of (w), A[generation - rate])
- I + (amount-of (g), A[generation - rate])
- I\{heat (w), A[generation - rate]\}
- I\{heat (g), A[generation - rate]\}

Figure 3.4:
Process of Boiling Water in QPT Syntax [adopted from 20]
3.5 Conclusion

Developing an expert module as one of the components in ITS is not an easy task. An expert should first determine who the users would be, the domain to be presented, and other considerations. To make this expert module a reusable component is as difficult as developing the component itself. However, with the current technologies and approaches in developing and representing knowledge, building an expert module as reusable component could be done.

This chapter has discussed how to build an expert module as a reusable component and how the QPT approach makes the representation of knowledge using a similar tool possible. This will benefit individual developers and companies who intend to develop ITS commercially.
Chapter Four
Results and Discussions

4.1 Introduction

This chapter offers an insight of the practices in developing expert module from the prototype tool that has been discussed before. There is a range of different approaches in developing expert module for representing knowledge in ITS such as rule based, semantic network and etc.

In the next sub-topic we will in discuss detail of how do we develop expert module for physics and chemistry. We have chosen the process of precipitate formation of iron sulphide (FeS) for chemistry subject and the process of heat flow for physics subject to simulate the production different expert modules using this prototype tool with QPT approach.
4.2 Developing Expert Module for Chemistry

Chemistry is the science of matter; the branch of natural sciences dealing with the composition of substances and their properties and reactions. In other words, chemistry is the scientific study of the compositions, structures, and properties of substances and the changes they undergo. Developing chemistry’s expert module means dealing with changes of substances in either their characteristics or functions.

For chemistry subject, this study has chosen to represent the process of precipitation of FeS. The process is about dissolving ferum and sulphide ions using water as the medium. The process begins when there is a substance of H$_2$S and both the H$^+$ and S$^{2-}$ are not saturated [71].
Figure 4.1 shows how the individual view is set-up by defining ferum as an object. Similarly, we can define sulphure as an object of the same individual view. In this step, expert needs to specify object’s name, object’s ID and view level, and where this object will be located. Object name is the full name of the object while, object ID is an abbreviation name used in graphical view. After the object is created, a circle representing this object will be created as shown in figure 4.2.

![Image of the window for declaring object]

Figure 4.1:
Window For Declaring Object
After declaring each object that is involved in this reaction, pre-condition for the object should be defined. Precondition is a statement about the object’s individual state and their relationships other than quantity condition [20]. The pre-conditions and quantity conditions state all of the possible reactions that could occur with certain conditions. If a process does not fulfill the precondition, reaction between objects will not occur.

But, sometimes there is no need to declare precondition for each object. The precondition of an object need to be declared only when in that process it has certain conditions or some rules must be fulfilled before the reaction can occur. Sometime, precondition can be the main rules to ensure reactions can occur successfully.

Figure 4.2:
Object Representing Ferum as a Graphical View
When an expert has to declare pre-conditions for certain object, he or she needs to choose precondition button and the window as shown in figure 4.3 will appear. The, expert needs to select which object he or she wants to define its pre-condition. Next, the user will specify how many preconditions that object needs to have. Each precondition needs to be declared separately. A list of preconditions for the object that has been declared will appear at the precondition list box to ensure that the declaration is not repeated.

![Image of Precondition Window](image)

Figure 4.3: Pre-condition Window

Subsequently, quantity condition will be defined for each of the object. Quantity condition is a statement of inequalities between quantities of the objects or statements about the status of processes and individual view [20]. In certain cases, there is no need to declare quantity condition for the object that has been declared before. That means, not all objects that have been declared will have their quantity conditions to declare for.
In declaring quantity condition stage, the user needs to declare each condition related to the object that has been declared before at each level of view. In the combo box list of objects as shown in figure 4.4, all objects that have been declared before will appear. For example, we have declared four objects at the declaring object stage for precipitation of FeS process, and all of these objects will appear at that combo box list.

The quantity conditions need to be declared separately for each object. The expert needs to select which object(s) have a quantity to declare. For example, if an expert chooses to declare quantity conditions for ferum first, the user needs to choose ferum from the list box before stating how many quantity conditions for ferum need to be declared. The expert is allowed to insert each condition that he or she wants to declare in the condition(s) box before it reappears in another box.

Figure 4.4:
Window For Declaring Quantity Condition For Objects
Next, we need to establish the relationship between two objects among the entire objects that we have declared before. According to Forbus, relationship means the process imposed by the process on the parameters of the individuals [20]. Relationship will represent what reactions occur between objects.

Types of influence or relation between objects occur directly or indirectly. Influence specifies what will happen if the quantity conditions change and how they affect the relationship. In figure 4.5, we specify how each object will affect another object either directly or indirectly in the influence menu.

The types of relationship will describe how object one reacts with object two. For example, one of the relationships for the precipitation process of FeS is $K \propto Q + \text{concentration-of (F)}$ [71]. When declaring relationship for this relation, $\propto Q$ will represent the type of relationship between object K and object F. Figure 4.5 shows the window for declaring or establishing relationship between objects in QPT.

![Create Relationship](image)

**Figure 4.5:**
Window For Establishing Relationship
Defining object’s attributes means users are declaring characteristics owned by the object. In many cases attributes for objects are not really needed as a consideration to make a process in the QPT approach. But, in some other cases, we need to define attributes for objects because sometimes, they can affect the reaction between objects.

In declaring attributes, user should follow similar steps as when declaring quantity condition. It starts with the expert chooses which of the objects he or she needs to declare. Then the user specifies how many attributes he or she needs to declare and write them separately in at the attribute column. List of attributes that have been defined will appear in a separate column.

After the declaration stage, the user will complete the graphical view that consists of object and relationship between objects, which can be viewed on a workspace. A graphical view representing how the process occurs is shown in figure 4.7. Each circle represents an
object while the arcs represent relationship between objects to ensure that the reaction occurs.

From the graphical view, the user can generate narrative text to explain the diagram. All of the information that was keyed during the declaration stage will be compiled and rearranged. This information will be saved in a text file. Figure 4.8 is an example of the text that is generated from a graphical view from figure 4.7.
This text file contains some information about the domain knowledge that we presented using the graphical view. When building a complete ITS, this text file could be used as one of the sources for building a complete expert module.

Figure 4.8:
Narrative Text Generated From Graphical View
### 4.3 Developing Expert Module for Physics

Most physics theories consist of characterization of processes through differential equations that describe how the parameters of objects change over time. In this section we will look at how we can develop an expert module in physics domain by using the same approach we have used to develop an expert module for chemistry.

In physics, we have chosen the heat flow process [20]. The heat flow process is a process of transferring heat flow from one object to another object. The objects should have different temperatures to ensure heat transfer can be done. Heat path is a heat connection between these two objects.

At the beginning of stage the an expert needs to specify how many objects is involved in this process and declares them separately at the declaring object window. The expert will be prompted to declare objects in the window as shown in figure 4.9. He or she needs to specify object ID and level of hierarchy where the object is located either in the individual view or the process view or the instant view. A circle representing the declared object will appear at the workspace.
Subsequently, the preconditions for some objects need to be specified. A precondition of an object is a constraint where the object must fulfill. The expert needs to specify these pre-conditions in the pre-condition window as shown in figure 4.10.

In the example of heat transfer, we declare precondition for *heat* object where the condition is that the heat of path must be aligned. This means that if the heat path is not aligned the heat transfer between the two objects might not be possible.
The next stage is to declare the quantity condition for the object. Quantity condition is the initial state of an object before the process occurs. In our example, quantity condition of the object is that one of the object either \textit{dst (destination)} or \textit{src (source)} must have a higher temperature than the other one. It may be the temperature of \textit{scr} is higher than the temperature of \textit{dst} or vice versa. The expert needs to declare this condition in the quantity condition window as shown in figure 4.11:

![Pre-condition Window](image)

Figure 4.10: Pre-condition Window
The most important activity in this process is declaring the relationship between objects. The relationships will be referred to in generating the narrative text. For example, in the heat flow process, one of the relationships we need to establish is the relation between flow rate and the quantity of different temperatures between src and dst.

This relation represents how the flow rate influences the heat transfer from one object to another object. When this relation is established or defined, a line between these objects will be established to represent that relation between them. The expert needs to establish it at the relationship window as shown in figure 4.12:
Influence relationship between objects might occur in two ways, either direct or indirect. Direct influence means an object will give effect to another object directly without any medium. Meanwhile indirect influence means, an object will affect another object through a medium.

Figure 4.12:
Windows for Declaring Relationship Between Objects

After all the information about the process have been declared, a complete graphical view can be seen as in figure 4.13:
From this graphical view, a narrative text will be generated. The narrative text form will explain all the information about this process in words and store it in the text format. The text format for this process is shown in figure 4.14:
Figure 4.14:
View of Heat Flow Process.txt

Heat Flow

In order to make Heat Flow activated we need to declare several objects:
1. Source
2. Destination
3. Heat Path
4. Flow Rate

The following attributes have been declared (according to the object):

Object should be in certain condition before we start the Heat Flow. The precondition for this process are:

- Flow Rate should be larger than 0
- Heat Path should be Heat-Aligned

The process will success when the quantity condition of objects will fulfill. The quantity condition for objects in this process are:

- Temperature source larger than temperature destination
- Temperature destination less than temperature source

Heat Flow successfull happen when these objects has established the following relation between them:

- Source temperature larger than temperature destination
- Direct: Temperature source less than temperature destination
- Indirect: Flow Rate u_Q + temp Source Indirect
- Source temperature less than temperature destination
- Direct: Flow Rate u_Q + temp Source Direct
- Indirect: Temperature source less than temperature destination
4.4 Conclusion

We have chosen two different domain knowledge to develop chemistry and physics samples of expert modules in this study. For physics we have chosen the heat-flow process and for chemistry we have chosen the precipitate formation of FeS. Several steps need to be followed as a requirement to build this module. The steps are:

- Declaring objects
- Declaring pre-conditions
- Declaring quantity conditions
- Declaring attributes
- Declaring relationships between objects

Two main outputs are the graphical view for the process and the explanation of the processes in the narrative text.

Through the discussions and examples, we have shown how two different expert modules can be generated from one prototype tool. We have generated expert modules for physics domain and chemistry domain as our samples.
5.1 Conclusion

The work presented in this dissertation represents an initial investigation of representing knowledge using QPT approach. Knowledge represented will be used as an expert module in a complete intelligent tutoring system (ITS). For this work, we managed to simulate it using two different domain of knowledge, which are physics and chemistry using a tool prototype that we developed to evaluate this approach.

The main concerns that we are trying to highlight in this work are knowledge representation and the reusability of the product. The Qualitative Process Technique (QPT) approach seems more appropriate in developing expert module as a part of ITS component rather than the conventional techniques such as rule based or semantic network or etc.

Second concern is reusability of the tool and generated knowledge (expert module) itself. Using QPT approach, knowledge will be transformed into a process form. In developing an expert module we are actually developing a small process independently.
We might use this output again and again when we are developing the main expert module for ITS as long as it is relevant to this small expert module that has been produced.

The prototype performs two major tasks, which are preparing knowledge in a graphical view and generating it into a narrative text. In order to perform these tasks, several sub-tasks must be completed first. These include declaring the objects, pre-conditions, quantity conditions, attributes and relationship between objects. After declaring or initializing all the information, the graphical view will appear at workspace and the narrative text form will be generated from this information. General workflow for these processes can be seen in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1:
A Work Flow For Developing Expert Module Using QPT Approach
In conclusion, QPT approach has the potential to become one of the alternative ways to represent knowledge in developing expert module as an ITS component. QPT presents knowledge or information as a process, thus most knowledge or information which deals with processes is very suitable to be represented using this approach.

However, more research or studies need to be conducted to identify better ways to represent knowledge to facilitate better understanding. In fact, researchers in AI community have started with several projects in this area to identify the best way to manipulate QPT in representing knowledge.

5.3 Future Work

Although this work constitutes a significant contribution towards knowledge representation and the reusability of the product, there are many directions in which this work could be enhanced. The final part of this chapter discusses some of the weaknesses in this study and suggestions for future research.

- The main problem encountered when dealing with QPT is to establish a relationship between objects. It is difficult to differentiate between one relationship with another. Redundancy of relationships always occurs. Usually this phenomenon occurs when we are dealing with a process where the relationships sometimes come from the quantity condition of one object to another object’s quantity condition.
• The text that has been generated does not explanation much about the process due to lack of information. Using database could be one of the solutions for this situation.

• Combination of several approaches in representing knowledge can give more information to generate. QPT is suitable to represent knowledge in process form, but when dealing with tasks to perform more explanation about the process, we can use another approach such as rule based.

• Explanation that is generated from a graphical view is only in the narrative form. It is better if it can be generated with animation. It would be easier to be understood by common users.

• An engine of the prototype could not synthesize information received. Another artificial intelligence concept could be applied to this part to enable the engine to learn the information and synthesize and represent it in a proper way.

• In software development side, this prototype is developed independently and not tested to integrate with another components to build a complete ITS. It is because the purpose of this study is to investigate if it is suitable to use QPT in representing knowledge. Therefore, for future work we intend to integrate the output from this work to build a complete ITS
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